LAUDAMOTION ANNOUNCES THE OPENING OF THE
MILAN BERGAMO-VIENNA ROUTE

The Austrian airline Laudamotion has announced the opening of the route between the airports of Milan Bergamo and Vienna. The flight will run on a daily basis from 28th October 2018, with the use of Airbus 320s. This is the first direct flight ever between the two airports.

The announcement was made on Monday, 1st October in Milan by Andreas Gruber, the CEO of Laudamotion, during a meeting which saw the participation of Emilio Bellingardi, the Director General of SACBO, and Giacomo Cattaneo, the Commercial Aviation Director of SACBO, the company managing Milan Bergamo Airport.

“Our routes, particularly those defined as City Shuttles, are successful because we guarantee the most advantageous fares for our clients. We are certain that the opening of the new daily direct flight between Vienna and Milan Bergamo Airport will contribute to increase the volume of traffic for our airline”, stated Andreas Gruber, the CEO of Laudamotion.

“The direct flight to Vienna enriches Milan Bergamo Airport’s network with one of the most prestigious and popular destinations in Europe - stressed Emilio Bellingardi, the Director General of SACBO. - The availability of this daily direct flight widens the frontiers of our airport, allowing us the possibility for bilateral planning of the most advantageous solutions week by week for business and pleasure trips”.

Laudamotion is based in the international airport of Vienna-Schwechat, the most important Austrian airport, located approximately 16 km east of the capital, and offers simple and convenient connections with the city centre. The City Airport Train reaches Vienna Mitte Station from the airport in just 16 minutes, with a non-stop service. This is backed up by the services of the Austrian Rail System, the light railway system and the bus network.

In celebration of the launch of the route between Milan Bergamo and Vienna Airports, Laudamotion is offering tickets from €9.99 each way.

To see all Laudamotion offers: www.laudamotion.com
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Note:
Laudamotion is Austria's low-fare airline No. 1 and will carry over 5 million passengers in 2019. The current Laudamotion fleet flies under the code OE and consists of 19 aircraft, which are flying from Austria, Germany and Switzerland.